
Vacuum Shot Blasted
Floor Marking

A durable and versatile method of floor marking makes Shot Blasting the
preferred choice of prepared line marking by most, thanks to the speed
of preparation and potential performance.

Specified for facilities with busy FLT movements, shot blasting can be installed on most floors, making it suitable for
old and new warehouses or distribution centres which need cost effective floor marking, but where long-lasting
durability is not essential.

Shot Blasting is the method of hitting the concrete floor with ‘shot’, a small piece of metal which strips the surface to
leave virgin concrete. The ‘Shot’ is able to remove to various depths depending on the machine used and severity of the
impact. Typically a depth of 1mm to 3mm is achieved providing a surface for the paint to key with.

Two part epoxy resin is the preferred paint system used with this method of prepared line marking, however in some cases
we may need to use other types to ensure the best possible finish and durability. The finish is not as crisp or durable as
Diamond Shaved, however this is reflected in the cost, which makes Shot Blasting a more viable alternative for some
organisations.

This method is a great compromise on price, durability and aesthetics. Simple and quick to install, a good level of
durability, a cost effective solution and a full range of colours available.
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Specified by ASG Services for use with:
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forklift traffic
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forklift traffic
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forklift traffic
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Our vision is to be the supplier of choice for warehouse
and industrial identification, safety systems and associated
products, by offering clients a quality-driven, total
solution via multi-channel procurement methods.
“ “

Tony Gresty Managing Director _ ASG Services
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Labelling and 
Safety Solutions
About us
At ASG Services we have gained an excellent reputation for providing the
most appropriate labelling and safety products to meet the specific
requirements of our customers.

By providing a range of products in each of our specialist fields we are able
to provide the optimum solution for every client from one source.

From our beginning over fifteen years ago we have been constantly
developing our products and services.

We have a considerable depth of knowledge in all labelling and industrial
floor marking and painting systems specific to the warehousing and
distribution industries.

Our success in developing line marking to provide personnel segregation
systems, is complemented by our other safety solutions which include
internal security mesh, safety signage, plus barrier and column protection.

Our unique product and service offering is very attractive to companies
looking to satisfy all their needs from a single source.
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